Prediction of Fraction Unbound in Microsomal and Hepatocyte Incubations: A Comparison of Methods across Industry Datasets.
The fraction unbound in the incubation, fu,inc, is an important parameter to consider in the evaluation of intrinsic clearance measurements performed in vitro in hepatocytes or microsomes. Reliable estimates of fu,inc based on a compound's structure have the potential to positively impact the screening timelines in drug discovery. Previous works suggested that fu,inc is primarily driven by passive processes and can be described using physicochemical properties such as lipophilicity and the protonation state of the molecule. While models based on these principles proved predictive in relatively small datasets that included marketed drugs, their applicability domain has not been extensively explored. The work presented here from the in silico ADME discussion group (part of the International Consortium for Innovation through Quality in Pharmaceutical Development, the IQ consortium) describes the accuracy of these models in large proprietary datasets that include several thousand of compounds across chemical space. Overall, the models do well for compounds with low lipophilicity. In other words, the equations correctly predict that fu,inc is, in general, above 0.5 for compounds with a calculated logP of less than 3. When applied to lipophilic compounds, the models failed to produce quantitatively accurate predictions of fu,inc, with a high risk of underestimating binding properties. These models can, therefore, be used quantitatively for less lipophilic compounds. On the other hand, internal machine-learning models using a company's own proprietary dataset also predict compounds with higher lipophilicity reasonably well. Additionally, the data shown indicate that microsomal binding is, in general, a good proxy for hepatocyte binding.